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Abstract: Due to its outstanding safety and high energy
density, all-solid-state lithium-sulfur batteries (ASLSBs)
are considered as a potential future energy storage
technology. The electrochemical reaction pathway in
ASLSBs with inorganic solid-state electrolytes is differ-
ent from Li-S batteries with liquid electrolytes, but the
mechanism remains unclear. By combining operando
Raman spectroscopy and ex situ X-ray absorption
spectroscopy, we investigated the reaction mechanism of
sulfur (S8) in ASLSBs. Our results revealed that no
Li2S8, Li2S6, and Li2S4 were formed, yet Li2S2 was
detected. Furthermore, first-principles structural calcu-
lations were employed to disclose the formation energy
of solid state Li2Sn (1�n�8), in which Li2S2 was a
metastable phase, consistent with experimental observa-
tions. Meanwhile, partial S8 and Li2S2 remained at the
full lithiation stage, suggesting incomplete reaction due
to sluggish reaction kinetics in ASLSBs.

Introduction

Lithium-sulfur (Li-S) batteries have attracted extensive
attention because of their ultrahigh theoretical energy
density (2600 Whkg� 1), almost ten times higher than current
commercial lithium-ion batteries.[1] However, conventional
Li-S batteries with ether-based liquid electrolytes (LEs)
experience rapid capacity decay, low coulombic efficiency,
and poor cycling life, mainly caused by the shuttle effect,
i.e., the formation and movement of highly soluble long-
chain polysulfide intermediates (Li2Sn, 4�n�8).[2] More-
over, the combustible organic LEs pose a risk to the
batteries’ safety. All-solid-state Li-S batteries (ASLSBs)
that replace the traditional organic LEs with inorganic solid-
state electrolytes (SEs) are proposed to fundamentally solve
the aforementioned issues. Inorganic SEs are not combus-
tible, thus avoiding thermal runaway of the batteries, and
their use prevents the development of soluble polysulfides,
which can solve the shuttle effects.[3] Among different SEs,
sulfide SEs own remarkable processability and ionic con-
ductivity (>10 mScm� 1), which is comparable with LEs.[4]

However, the performance of the ASLSBs is still far from
expectations, especially the rate performance is much lower
than in LEs. The underlying reaction mechanisms of sulfur
cathode (S8) in the ASLSBs haven’t been fully understood
yet. More fundamental investigations are highly desired.

The overall electrochemical reaction during charge and
discharge, regardless of whether they are using LEs or SEs,
is represented by Equation (1):

S8 þ 16Liþ þ 16e� $ 8Li2S (1)

The reaction mechanisms and intermediate chemistries
in liquid Li-S batteries have been extensively investigated.[5]

Upon galvanostatic discharge, two plateaus are observed,
corresponding to the generation of soluble long-chain (Li2Sn,
4�n�8) and solid short-chain (Li2S2) polysulfide intermedi-
ates. In comparison, the inorganic SEs-based ASLSBs show
different charge/discharge behaviors. The charge and dis-
charge curves in ASLSBs exhibit only one pair of plateaus.
The single plateau is generally taken as an indication of a
direct reaction between S8 and Li2S with no intermediates
formed. Another explanation is that the lack of solvation in
SEs prevents the formation of long-chain polysulfides.[6]

However, there has been no clear evidence to prove whether
Li2S2 is present in the ASLSBs or not. Li2S2, as a short-chain
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polysulfide, is insoluble in LEs, thus it should not be affected
by the solvation issue. In addition, since S8 and Li2S are both
criticized for their insulating properties, the conversion
between them is challenged by the reaction kinetics. The
conversion from S8 to Li2S2 contributes half of the total
theoretical capacity, and the polysulfide intermediates are
reported to alleviate kinetic limitations.[7] Therefore, the
existence of Li2S2 may affect the performance of ASLSBs
greatly. Hence it is significant to identify the reaction
mechanisms in ASLSBs, thus advanced characterizations are
required.

Operando investigation can provide real-time informa-
tion during electrochemical reactions, which is important for
a fundamental understanding of ASLSBs.[8] However, it is
also challenging due to the complex operating requirements
and special cell designs. For example, sulfide SEs are highly
sensitive to the ambient environment, especially the mois-
ture in the air.[9] Ensuring proper sealing is essential, but the
sealing material impedes the collection of signals or detect-
ability. Meanwhile, the sulfide SEs-based ASLSBs are
generally operated under a high stacking pressure.[10] There-
fore, a specially designed in operando pressurized cell is
desired to maintain high stacking pressure during the
characterization. In comparison, ex situ characterizations are
easier to conduct in sample preparation and measuring
conditions but face the challenges of discontinuity, contam-
ination, and distraction information.[11] By combining in
operando investigation and ex situ characterization, a
balance between accuracy and feasibility can be achieved,
thus providing a comprehensive understanding of the
reactions in ASLSBs.

Herein, for the first time, we investigated the chemistries
evolution of the cathode in sulfide SEs-based ASLSBs and
revealed the reaction mechanism by combining operando
Raman spectroscopy, ex situ synchrotron X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS), and first-principles calculations. We
designed a dedicated cell that can be operated with a high
stacking pressure and successfully conducted the operando
Raman spectroscopy using our cleanroom in a glovebox [12].
The chemistries evolution of sulfur element is recorded in
real-time. Meanwhile, ex-situ XAS was employed to accu-
rately identify the chemistries in the cathode at different
depths of discharge (DoD) and states of charge (SoC).
Through the first-principles calculations, the reaction proc-
esses of S8 in ASLSBs are further elucidated, and the
sluggish reaction kinetic in ASLSBs is also discussed. This
work pioneers the investigation of the fundamental reaction
mechanism of S8 in ASLSBs, offering a basis for the design
of high-performance ASLSBs.

Results and Discussion

The electrochemical reaction processes are significantly
different in the Li-S batteries using LEs and SEs. Figure 1a
illustrates the electrochemical reaction process of S8 in the
conventional Li-S battery using ether-based LEs.[13] During
the discharge process, S8 is subsequently reduced to soluble
long-chain lithium polysulfides with a gradual decrease in

the chain length.[14] Then the long-chain polysulfides are
further reduced to insoluble Li2S2, corresponding to a liquid-
solid dual phase conversion. Finally, Li2S2 is reduced to the
final product, Li2S. Due to the sluggish solid-solid reaction
kinetic, the theoretical capacity is hard to obtain, thus the
final reduction product in the real battery is generally a
mixture of Li2S2 and Li2S instead of the desired pure Li2S.

[15]

During the charging process, Li2S2 and Li2S react in a two-
phase reaction process, generating polysulfide intermediates
and eventually converting back to solid S8.

[16] The shuttle
effect of soluble long-chain lithium polysulfides is one of the
most critical problems that reduce the electrochemical
performance of liquid Li-S batteries, which has been widely
investigated.

In comparison, till now, the exact chemistry evolution
and reaction mechanism in ASLSBs are still unclear, as
depicted in Figure 1b. There are still many unanswered
questions related to the ASLSBs: What is the reason for the
lack of two plateaus in the galvanostatic discharge of
ASLSBs? Are there any intermediates generated in the
transformation from S8 to Li2S? How will these intermedi-
ates affect the battery’s performance? How is the “shuttle
effect” inhibited by the SE? Answers to these questions are
significant in understanding the mechanism of ASLSBs.
Advanced characterizations are highly desired for a deep
understanding.

Raman spectroscopy is a powerful tool because it can
determine the molecules via lattice modes and function
group vibrational frequencies. Operando Raman spectro-
scopy has been widely used in investigating the reaction
mechanism of S8 in batteries using LEs,[11] but its application
in ASLSBs is scarce. One challenge is the sample signals
during the operando test may be weakened by the sealing
material, such as glass or quartz window, since the cell
sealing is desired in a conventional Raman test for ASLSBs,
especially for air-sensitive sulfide SEs. Meanwhile, since the
ASLSB generally works under a high pressure, the cell
should have the capability to be applied the desired
pressure. Therefore, we designed an operando Raman test
as shown in Figure 1c. This operando test was carried out in
a “cleanroom-in-a-glovebox system”,[12] in which the Raman
is placed inside an argon environment. The system allows
the characterization of ASLSBs in an inert argon atmos-
phere with no sealing needed. The cell was designed with a
side opening, enabling the inside material to be directly
exposed to the laser, thereby avoiding any Raman signal
losses caused by the window material. More important, a
stainless-steel framework was employed to manage the
pressure within the ASLSBs, ensuring that the electro-
chemical reaction is accurate to provide a basis for operando
measurements. The opening is designed in a square shape to
ensure the laser beam can be precisely focused on a flat
sample surface, thereby eliminating the signal degradation
or unwanted scattering. The cathode, SE, and anode were
layer-by-layer stacked together into a pallet in a cuboid
polyether ether ketone (PEEK)-made die and a high
stacking pressure can be maintained with the stainless-steel
framework during the test. Figure S1 shows photographs of
the ASLSB cell designed for this study and the correspond-
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ing Raman spectroscopy setup. During the Raman test, we
can observe the cross-section of ASLSBs with an optical
microscope inside the glovebox, as depicted in Figure S2,
and the thickness of the cathode is estimated to be around
26 μm.

Li-S batteries using liquid and solid electrolytes exhibit
different charge/discharge profiles, indicating different elec-
trochemical pathways of S8. Figures 2a and b illustrate the
galvanostatic charge/discharge profiles of solid and liquid
cells in the initial cycle at a current rate of 0.1 C, which is
calculated based on a theoretical capacity of 1675 mAg� 1 at
1 C. As shown in Figure 2a, the solid cell shows only one
pair of plateaus and delivers initial discharge and charge
capacities of 1167 and 1014 mAhg� 1, separately. In compar-
ison, the liquid cell shows two plateaus during the initial
discharge and one plateau in the charging process, as shown
in Figure 2b. The initial discharge and charge capacities are

1139 and 993 mAhg� 1, respectively. The distinction between
the two profiles is due to different fundamental reaction
pathways. The two plateaus of the liquid cell can be
attributed to the liquid-solid two-phase transformation. The
upper discharge plateau is assigned to the solid-to-liquid
conversions from S8 to Li2S8, Li2S6, and Li2S4.

[13,17] The lower
discharge plateau is attributed to the liquid-to-solid con-
versions from Li2S4 to Li2S2 and Li2S. During the charging
process, there is only one plateau attributed to the con-
version from short-chain polysulfides to long-chain
polysulfides.[5a] In comparison to these well-known processes
in the liquid cell, the mechanism in the solid cell has never
been well discussed.

The potential values in both solid and liquid cells at
50% of the DoD and the SoC are utilized to evaluate the
reaction kinetics. The voltage gap of the solid cell is 640 mV
(2.44 V at 50% of SoC and 1.80 V at 50% DoD). In

Figure 1. Electrochemical reaction mechanisms of S8 in a) liquid electrolyte and b) solid electrolyte. c) Schematic illustration of the specially
designed cell for operando Raman spectroscopy ASLSB test and the components of the setup.
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comparison, the voltage gap of the liquid cell is 210 mV
(2.31 V at 50% of SoC and 2.10 V at 50% DoD), which is
430 mV smaller than the solid cell. The voltage gap in the
solid cell being three times larger than that of the liquid cell
indicates a slower reaction kinetic, which is attributed to
slower charge transfer, point-to-point ion diffusion at the
interface, and a larger conversion energy in the solid-solid
reaction.

Figures 2c and d compare the cyclic voltammetry (CV)
curves of the solid cell and liquid cell at the scan rate of
0.1 mVs� 1. In the solid cell, there is one pair of broad
reduction and oxidation peaks at 1.69 and 2.56 V. In
comparison, in the liquid cell, two reduction peaks exist at
2.29 and 2.04 V in the cathodic scan, and one oxidation peak
at approximately 2.40 V in the anodic scan. The distribution
of CV peaks agree well with the galvanostatic charge and
discharge profiles in Figures 2a and b.

Operando Raman spectroscopy was conducted to reveal
the chemistries and reaction mechanisms in ASLSBs.
Figures 3a–c show the Raman spectra of SE and cathode
before cycling. As shown in Figure 3a, SE has one dominant
Raman peak at 427 cm� 1, which can be attributed to the
PS4

3� structural unit in the argyrodite-type SE.[18] As to the
cathode, we measured the Raman spectra of two different

positions, labeled as positions A and B (Figure S3), as a
pristine reference. As shown in Figures 3b and c, at both
positions A and B, three obvious Raman peaks at 158, 220,
and 473 cm� 1 are observed, which belong to the active
material S8.

[19] Since the cathode is a mixture of S8, SE, and
carbon additive, another two peaks observed at 176 and
310 cm� 1 are assigned to the stretching and in-plane bending
of the C� S bond, respectively (Figure S4).[20] This bond is
formed in the thermal treatment process after mixing.
However, only position A has the Raman peaks belonging
to the SE.

Figure 3d displays the voltage-time profile of ASLSB
(left side) and the Raman spectra at Position B in the
operando test (right side). The voltage profile shows only
one pair of plateaus when tested between 1.2 and 2.8 V at
0.1 C. The Raman intensity mapping presents the real-time
evolution of the chemicals. During the discharging process,
the intensity of the peaks belonging to S8 (158, 220, and
473 cm� 1) becomes weak but persists even in the full
discharge state. This shows the gradual reduction process of
S8 and the conversion is not thoroughly conducted. No
obvious new peak presents during the discharging process.
In comparison, during the charging process, there is a
newborn peak at �438 cm� 1, besides the increase of

Figure 2. Electrochemical behavior comparison between solid cell and liquid cell. Galvanostatic charge/discharge profiles of a) solid cell and
b) liquid cell at the rate of C/10 at the first cycle. CV profile of c) solid cell and d) liquid cell at a scan rate of 0.1 mVs� 1 at the first cycle.
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intensities of S8 peaks. This suggests that there are new
chemicals formed when the reduction product recovers to S8
during the oxidation process, indicating a stable electro-
chemical reaction. The specific new chemicals will be further
identified in the following.

For a more detailed investigation, we selected the
spectra at different discharge and charge states. As shown in
Figures 3e and f, the Raman intensities of three character-
istic S8 peaks (158, 220, and 473 cm� 1) decrease gradually
when the cell is discharged. The Raman intensity of the C� S
bond (176 and 310 cm� 1) also slightly decreases. At the final

discharge state (1.229 V), not all S8 peaks disappear,
demonstrating that the electrochemical reaction of S8 is
insufficient in ASLSBs. Figures 3g and h show the spectra
during the charging process. Peaks belonging to S8 become
stronger as the voltage increases. The peaks belonging to
the C� S bond are not recovered, demonstrating the
enhanced S8 peak is attributed to the electrochemical
reactions. More importantly, there is a newborn peak at
438 cm� 1 that appears at the half charge state (2.359 V in
Figure 3h). This peak gradually rises and disappears at a full
charge state (2.789 V in Figure 3h), which can be attributed

Figure 3. Operando Raman investigation. Raman spectra of a) the SE and b), c) cathode at two different positions before cycling. d) Time-voltage
profile of the ASLSB and the corresponding real-time Raman intensity mapping in the operando test. Operando Raman spectra of ASLSBs at
various voltage during e)–f) the discharge and g)–h) charge process.
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to the Li2S2.
[21] However, due to the relatively small

percentage of Li2S2 in the whole composite electrode, the
peak intensity is low. No other polysulfides are observed
during the charging and discharging processes. This demon-
strates that the Li2S is oxidized to Li2S2 first and then
converts to S8 in the charging process. In addition, it is
interesting that the peak of SE gradually appears in the
charging process, indicating that the SE is exposed to the
laser with the volume shrinkage of cathode material due to
the conversion from Li2S to S8.

Synchrotron XAS at the sulfur K-edge was employed to
gain further insight into the electrochemical chemistries of
the cathode in the ASLSBs, due to its high sensitivity to the
sulfur element chemical state. Since the sulfide SE is
reported with a redox reaction behavior in ASLSBs, we
investigated its stability in a control cell first to confirm that
the sulfur element chemical status revolution is all derived
from the S8 rather than the sulfide SE. The control cell with
a cathode composed of SE and carbon additive in a weight
ratio of 1 :5 was operated at the same voltage range as the
ASLSBs. Figure 4a displays the sulfur K-edge X-ray absorp-
tion near edge structure (XANES) spectra of the control
cathode in pristine, full discharge, and full charge states. At
the near edge region, all three spectra show the same
features at 2472.1, 2473.7, and 2477.7 eV assigned to the SE,
suggesting that the SE is quite electrochemically stable
within the working potential from 1.2 to 2.8 V (vs. Li/Li+).
Thus, we can determine that the chemical state alteration of
the sulfur element in ASLSBs is ascribed to the active
material, not SE.

Figure 4b shows the sulfur K-edge XANES of the
cathode in the ASLSB at different discharge states. Pure S8
and Li2S were investigated as standard references: S8 has
two features at 2473.0 and 2480.0 eV; Li2S shows three peaks
at 2474.0, 2476.7, and 2484.3 eV. The spectrum of the
pristine cathode has one peak at 2473.0 and a fine structure
of 2480.0 eV assigned to the S8. The linear combination
fitting (LCF) figure of the XANES spectrum (Figure S5)
confirms the pristine cathode is the mixture of SE and S8
before cycling. When the cathode is discharged to 1.8 V
(labeled as half discharge), the feature at 2480 eV shifts to
2478 eV, while the main peak of 2473 eV remains with the
development of the shoulder at near 2471.3 eV, as high-
lighted in Figures 4c and d. This feature is associated with
the short-chain polysulfide, Li2S2.

[5b] When the cathode
reaches a full discharge state at 1.2 V, there are four features
at 2472.1, 2474.0, 2476.7, and 2484.3 eV, which implies a
complex nature. To further determine the components at
this stage, firstly, we performed LCF analysis using Li2S, S8,
and SE for the XANES spectrum at the full discharge state
(Figure S6). Most features are matched, except a shoulder
with energy below 2472.1 eV which is similar to the half
discharge state. Therefore, we concluded the full discharge
composition as the S8, Li2S, SE, and Li2S2. Overall, during
the discharge process, the cathode active material undergoes
a transition from S8 to Li2S accompanied by forming an
intermediate phase, Li2S2, while no long-chain polysulfides
are formed. In addition, due to the sluggish reaction kinetics,
some S8 still exist at the full discharge state.

When the cathode is charged back to 2.4 V (half charged
state), the XANES spectrum appears the same as the half-
discharged state, indicating that partial Li2S is converted to
Li2S2, as highlighted in Figures 4c and d. At the full charge
state of 2.8 V, peaks belonging to Li2S2 partially disappear,
all Li2S peaks disappear, and two features of S8 are back,
suggesting the conversion from Li2S and Li2S2 to S8 occurs
(Figure S7). Similarly, no bulky Li2Sn (4 � n � 8) are
observed in this process. In short, during the charging
process, the Li2S is first oxidized to Li2S2 and finally
transformed to S8. The successful recovery from Li2S to S8
suggests notable reversibility in the ASLSBs. The cathode
chemistries at the half charge state after 40 cycles were
investigated, as shown in Figure 4se and f. Increased
intensity of the shoulder peak at 2471.3 eV is observed,
implying an accumulation of Li2S2 intermediate species due
to sluggish reaction kinetics in ASLSB in long-term cycling.

We try to further unveil the reaction mechanism of
ASLSBs from the standpoint of first-principles calculations.
Based on the above results, it is clear that the reaction
pathway in ASLSBs is distinct from that of Li-S batteries
using the liquid electrolyte. To fundamentally understand
the discharge/charge processes in ASLSBs, we need to know
the crystal structures of Li2S8, Li2S6, Li2S4, Li2S2, and Li2S
(Table S1), and then employ them to estimate the relative
stabilities and determine the discharge products based on
the calculated formation energy (Table S2) and construct
convex hull, respectively. Generally, the phases lying on the
convex hull are stable against decomposition into any other
binary compositions and elemental solids. The structures
sitting on the dotted lines are either unstable or metastable
(assuming their phonon dispersion curves are real), and they
will either decompose into other stable compounds or
elemental solids or are in metastable states if the kinetic
barriers are high.[22] For the latter case, those structures have
a large possibility to be formed if their formation energies
are less than 50 meV.[23]

Thus far, first-principles structural search technology can
effectively disclose ground-state structure that only depends
on the given chemical composition,[24] which has played an
irreplaceable role in accelerating the discovery of new
materials and understanding the chemical reaction.[25] Here
we carry out an extensive structural search with the above-
mentioned LixSy compositions through swarm-intelligence
structural search calculations.[24d,26] The experimentally
known anti-fluorite structure of Li2S is readily identified in
our structural search, and the optimized lattice constant of
5.71 Å is in good agreement with the measured 5.69 Å.[27]

This indicates that our adopted structural search technology
and pseudopotentials are suitable for the Li-S system.
Subsequently, we estimate their relatively thermodynamic
stabilities based on the constructed convex hull (Figure 5a).
Li2S is the only stable chemical composition. The formation
energies (e.g., 304.0, 63.8, and 63.6 meV/atom) of Li2S8,
Li2S6, and Li2S4 are much higher than 50 meV/atom. They
also present obvious imaginary frequencies in the phonon
spectra (Figure S8). These features preclude their existence
as the final discharge products. For the Li2S2 with a P42/
mnm symmetry, its formation energy is 48.5 meV/atom, and
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Figure 4. Understanding the reaction mechanism of ASLSBs through ex situ sulfur K-edge XANES. XANES profiles of a) SE control sample and
b) cathode in different charge/discharge states and references. c) XANES profiles comparison of the cathode in pristine, half charge, and half
discharge states. d) The zoom-in spectra show the feature of Li2S2 in (c). e) XANES profiles comparison of the cathode in a pristine state, half
charge states after 2 cycles and 40 cycles. f) The zoom-in spectra show the feature of Li2S2 in (e).
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is dynamically stable (absence of imaginary modes, Fig-
ure S8), meeting the requirement of a metastable phase. On
the other hand, Li2S2 is also mechanically stable (Table S3).
The striking feature of Li2S2 is that it consists of quasimo-
lecular S2 units (Figure 5b) that are perpendicular to each
other.[28]

Subsequently, we explore the possibility of our proposed
Li2S2 as the final discharge product from the standpoint of
thermal stability, discharge profile, K-edge XANES spectra,
and density. After the molecular dynamics simulations at
the temperatures of 300 and 500 K, there appears slight
structural deformation, but no bond breaking (Figure S9),
indicating that our proposed Li2S2 has excellent thermal
stability. For the conversion of S8+8Li+ +8e� !4Li2S2, the
calculated voltage platform of 1.94 V is comparable to the
measured 1.80 V (half discharge). In addition, we try to

obtain more information from sulfur K-edge XANES
spectra (Figure 5c), which is sensitive to the local chemical
environment. The measured K-edge XANES spectra of S8
and Li2S are well reproduced by our simulations (Figure 5c).
What is the correlation between the proposed Li2S2 and the
measured one? In the half discharge process, the two main
peaks of 2473 and 2480 eV of S8 shift to 2471.3 and 2478 eV,
which perfectly match with the simulated 2471.3 and
2478 eV of Li2S2 (Figure 5c). At full discharge state (Figur-
es 4a and b), the measured first peak of 2472.1 eV can be
assigned to the main peak of 2471.3 eV in Li2S2. The other
three peaks are attributed to those of Li2S. Finally, the
density of 1.65 gcm� 3 of the predicted Li2S2 is comparable to
1.66 gcm� 3 of Li2S, which does not rule out the possibility of
coprecipitation. Finally, the calculated electron band gap
(1.75 eV) of Li2S2 is much smaller than the 3.38 eV of Li2S

Figure 5. First-principles calculation. a) Formation energy with respect to solid Li and S for the various Li-S compounds at 0 GPa. A body-centered
cubic (bcc) structure of elemental Li[24e] and the α-phase of S[29] are used to calculate the formation energy of each Li-S binary composition. The
convex hulls are shown by solid lines. b) The S2 units in P42/mnm Li2S2 are perpendicular to each other along ab plane. c) The comparison between
measured and simulated sulfur K-edge XANES spectra of S8 and Li2S, along with the simulated ones of Li2S2. d) The density of states of Li2S2 and
Li2S at the PBE level of theory. In general, the smaller the band gap, the larger the intrinsic charge carriers.
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(Figure 5d), which means that Li2S2 is more electrically
conductive than Li2S, benefiting the electrochemical reaction
kinetic.

In conclusion, as illustrated in Figure 6, the electro-
chemical redox reactions in the ASLSB are conversions
between the S8 and Li2S with an intermediate phase of Li2S2
formation, but no Li2S8, Li2S6 and Li2S4 present. The S8
firstly transfers to the Li2S2 [Eq. (2)], then it further reduce
to the final product Li2S [Eq. (3)] during the discharging
process. During the charging process, these reactions
reverse.

S8 þ 8Liþ þ 8e� $ 4Li2S2 (2)

4Li2S2 þ 8Liþ þ 8e� $ 8Li2S (3)

The solid-solid reduction process is kinetically slow,
leading to the premature termination of the discharge
product. In addition, the utilization of S8 in SE is limited due
to lacking efficient ion and electron conductivity and slug-
gish reaction kinetics. In consequence, the full discharge
product is a mixture of Li2S, Li2S2, and unreacted S8. During
the charging process, Li2S converts back to Li2S2 first and
then to S8, resulting in a reversible reaction, whereas a
certain amount of Li2S2 can’t be fully oxidized to S8 due to
the sluggish reaction kinetics. At the same time, no long-
chain polysulfides are generated during the whole process,
which is intrinsically different from in LEs, indicating the
elimination of the “shuttle effect” in ceramic SE.

Conclusion

In summary, we comprehensively investigated the reaction
mechanisms of the sulfur cathode (S8) in the all-solid-state

lithium-sulfur batteries (ASLSBs) through the operando
Raman spectroscopy and ex-situ X-ray absorption near edge
structure (XANES). A particular operando Raman inves-
tigation is designed to exclude the potential complications
caused by the operating atmosphere and pressure issues
through “cleanroom-in-a-glovebox system” and unique cell
design. For the first time, we revealed the electrochemical
redox reactions in ASLSBs are solid-solid conversions
between the S8 and Li2S with an intermediate phase Li2S2
formation. No polysulfides Li2S8, Li2S6, and Li2S4, are found,
which matches with one discharge plateau in ASLSB in
comparison to the two discharge plateaus in liquid cells. The
First-principles calculations demonstrate that Li2S2 is a
metastable phase that can be synthesized at solid conditions,
whereas bulky Li2S4, Li2S6, and Li2S8 are unstable from the
standpoint of thermodynamics and dynamics. The transi-
tions among S8, Li2S2, and Li2S show sluggish reaction
kinetics in ASLSBs due to the solid-solid conversions and
slow charge transfer, which results in the insufficient
utilization of S8 in the ASLSBs. Therefore, finding strategies
to accelerate the sluggish solid-solid conversion is critical in
developing high-performance ASLSBs. In addition, sulfide
solid electrolyte shows remarkable electrochemical stability
at the voltage range from 1.2 to 2.8 V (vs. Li/Li+), which
benefits battery stability. Through comprehensive analysis,
we identified the specific chemistries in ASLSBs during
different charge/discharge states and explored a clear
electrochemical reaction pathway in the cathode.
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